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I am a Son of the Devil, and as such, my only interest is on the children of the Devil. In
other words, the Spiritual Satanists.
Of course we also care about the world at large. This is a true statement. However by
caring for the "Children of the Devil", ourselves, we literally also care at the same time
for the wellbeing of the world.
While many people are deceived that Satanists are some sort of 'evil' assessment of
people, my experience for so much time tells me differently. Spiritual Satanists and the
Souls of Satan literally are of the most sensitive people in the world, and everyone
irrespective of their development has a nature which can be mighty but also people care.
We have genuine idealists and I have seen this in hundreds of astrological charts. Few if
ANY charts are the charts of opportunists and so forth. Our people are power oriented but
they are not slaves to this pursuit like so many other so called 'people of power' in the
world. This aside many other reasons gives me hope for the future.
We have revolutionaries, people of large vision, dutiful people, people versed in what is
joyous, and people focused on what is serious. We have everything, but in quality as
well.
Our people are also, compared to the average joe, a hundred times more intelligent, in
control of their so called 'fear', curious, and generally have all the framework for leaders
and people of substance in the future. The perfect replacement of the trash that hovers
above the heads of mankind of the earth right now.
Any skill can be directed to another point in life. Satanists could be shilling and being
retarded "Goyim", theoretically, but in actuality, we cannot do that on an internal level.
Therefore I pride myself that I lead, or more accurately, guide our people like that. A
trillion "Goyim" who have abolished their humanity to work for their so called slaver
(((Leaders))) are not worth a toenail of the supreme Satanic Soul and the children of the
Devil.
This has nothing to do with 'perfection' as this comes with time. The important thing is
that actually all our people have the groundwork of rising into the higher level of what
being 'human' means. This is encouraging. Everyone is on a different development level,
but on the other hand, the framework is there.
The elements that exist is that matters. Refining them is up to the individual.

If you have been given the fine first elements, it's your duty to develop them. Imagine
how cursed are those who have no idea or no acquiring of such. They are living but they
are damned...
It's interesting and hopeful for the future of this world, but also a proof that there is still
higher quality in this world. This is reflected in Spiritual Satanists. Humanity is not dead
nor completely swamped beyond the identity of the "Goyim".
The Children of the Devil are still alive and well, and what we intend is not only that they
live, but that they will thrive.
May Satan bless us in this undertaking, and restoring his kingdom of just judges,
ministers, and people into this world.
HAIL SATAN!

